
Process 
Portfolio



A: Skills, 
techniques 
and 
processes 



“The Nine Cleos”
On the right are brief sketches for my pieces titled “The Nine 

Cleo’s”. Cleo was my cat who passed away and my family and I 
believed she had nine lives because each time she was on her 
deathbed, she came back. I painted Cleo in the style of Andy 

Warhol’s famous piece, Marilyn Diptych. 

Below are some color studies done in the style of Warhol for our 
translation unit. This color study was done to see what shades of 

Acrylic paint I wanted to use. Since I did not use any of the 
original paint colors, I mixed all my own to get the colors and 

shades I wanted.



“Metamorphosis”
Here are some sketches for my final piece titled 

“Metamorphosis”. My practice drypoint can be seen 
on the top left and this was my first time learning how 

to scratch on plexiglass to create an indent. I I was 
inspired by the techniques used by Louise Bourgeois 

and the smooth shading she created just by 
scratching. As this was my first piece done using dry 
point, I decided to stay very simple with it. Below is 
one of the last sketches I did since I am not allowed 
to add in the final piece. I was quite happy with the 

work I put in for this although I wish I practiced 
sketching on plexiglass more to get better line quality. 



“Self-Portrait with 
Thorn Necklace 

and 
Hummingbird” 

This was one of my first ever pieces 
and I started off strong with a sketch 
of my face, color studies done using 
the same tones as Frida Kahlo but I 

never ended up finishing the final 
piece. I think this was due to time 

constraints and the fact that this was 
my first time working with oil paints 
and it looks a long time to dry. I was 
very happy with my color studies and 
I could paint the leaves very well, but 
when it came time for the final piece, I 
was unable to complete it. Learning 

from my mistakes, I have tackled oils 
again and I have found that it is 

easier to work with when you layer it, 
which is what I wasn't doing in my 
final piece. Overall it was a good 

experience but it could have gone 
better. 



“The three wise 
monkeys” 

Here were the beginning ideas for my triptych 
of monkeys idea. This was one of my 3D 

pieces where I bought three bottles of palm 
oil, set the famous “see no evil, hear no evil, 
speak no evil” monkeys on top of the bottles 

and placed them in a brick enclosure 
surrounded by sticks and hay. Then I lit the 

hay on fire and for 8 minutes, I watched 
everything slowly catch fire and burn. There 
wasn't many beginning sketches because I 
knew exactly what I wanted to convey and 

how to place the monkeys. 



“Traumatized” 
I was astonished at how many homeless dogs there 

are living in my neighborhood so I took photos of 
the grungy ones and painted them. On the left are 
some sketches which fit the situation and on the 
bottom right is my oil studies. This was my 2nd 
piece working in oil paints and I executed it very 
well. Below is a page from my sketchbook of the 

process. I used warm colors on the arm as a sense 
of trust reaching out to the scared dog, in purples 
and dark blues symbolizing fear and loss of trust 

with humans. 



“Red tusks” 
This was another of my pieces that 
never fully made it to completion. I 

was inspired by elephants in Thailand 
who are beaten as young babies and 
having their tusks ripped out of them. I 

sketched a male elephant with long 
tusks and started doodling in the 

center of the elephant, avoiding the 
tusks. Only after I did the doodles did 
I realize that the doodles took away 

the meaning from the elephant's tusks 
and had nothing to do with the 

meaning of the piece. The photo on 
the far right is of the elephant before I 
added in oil colors to it. I realized that 
I should have painted with oils first, 

then drew with doodles (or something 
more meaning). On the bottom are 

two small studies; the top is 
watercolor with permanent marker 
and the bottom is oil on permanent 

marker. I ended up finishing this piece 
and painting the tusks red which in 

the end, I liked. Overall this wasn't my 
best piece but I started off with a nice 

concept. 



Here are basic experimentations of 
linocut. This was my first time 

working with this medium. In a way, 
it’s very similar to drypoint on 

plexiglass except all the colors are 
reversed. I liked that you could 

control how hard you rolled the ink 
on and how much ink you could put 

on to the linocut rubber. The 
lightbulbs in the bottom right hand 

corner were done with different 
colors of ink; black and blue. I 

prefered the blue ink over the black 
because it wasn't as harsh but with 

the blue ink, it didn't always cover all 
the lines. The yin and yang were 
done at different pressures and 
different amounts of ink. The top 

one, I used a little ink but pressed 
very hard and the bottom one I used 
a lot of ink but rolled softly. It was a 
good chance to experiment with this 
medium but I prefer doing drypoint.

On the far right are two artists whose 
style inspires me but since I never 

did a final work of art using linocut, I 
never used their techniques. 



This was my first time ever working 
with chalk. I still don’t know if I like it 

but it is a quick medium to use. On the 
left are sketches of human mouths and 
monkey mouths, specifically gibbons. I 
tried to draw different angles and styles 

of the mouths but they all ended up 
looking somewhat similar. The bottom 

drawing was the final sketch of my 
idea. I placed three human mouths on 

the left and three gibbon mouths on the 
right. 

Then I sketched everything onto a 
blackboard. At the last minute, the 

piece looked very empty as there was 
a lot of negative, black space. I 
decided to add words in saying 

“HAHA!” and “GRRR” to show that the 
monkeys and the humans were 
communicating with each other.

“The ridicule in 
their voices”



These were a few sketches for my “three polar bears on ice” 
triptych. The first bear was drawn on a large iceberg. The second 

bear was drawn on a floating lightbulb to symbolize that even though 
there is so much technology evolving us today, it can't stop global 

warming and the melting of icebergs. The last polarbear was drawn 
on a human skull which was decaying. Since I really took liking to 
drypoint on plexiglass, this piece was scratched out. It took almost 

three weeks because I kept getting blisters on my hands from 
scratching hard and making thick lines. On the left are a some 

drawings of how I possibly wanted the icebergs to look. They skull 
and lightbulbs would be icebergs as a metaphor. 

“Three polar bears on ice”” 



B: Critical 
investigation



I was inspired by Georgia Faith when 
sketching out my “three polar bears on ice” 

triptych. I used some of her doodles and 
inspiration when drawing the animals on 

plexiglass to give it a 3D look. In the end, I 
don’t think I successfully used her style in 
my artwork because #1, she doesn't draw 

solid objects and #2, I wanted to draw the 3 
polarbears realistically and her doodles 

weren't realistic enough for me. 

On the right is an analysis page for Georgia 
Faith’s work. This was the artwork that I 

was planning on using some of her doodles 
in. Even though my final piece was in black 

and white, I still like how she used all 
different shades of blues. What I would 

change in her piece is I would take away 
the black background as it distracts the 

audience and subtly takes away from the 
piece itself. But after doing a color analysis 
(as shown in the bottom right hand corner) 

I felt that the black was necessary to 
convey her idea. 

“Three polar bears on ice”” 



Holly Fowler was one of the dress painters 
who influenced my work. She creates 
unique patterns and paints them on 
dresses. Before I painted my circus 

monkey, I was planning on using some of 
her designs in my painting on the monkeys 

dress but I ended up just using her 
techniques to paint. I liked her concept of 

repetition and how to used very bright 
colors when painting on her dresses.  

On the right is an analysis page for one of 
Holly Fowlers dresses. It was very hard 

analysis this because it is not a painting or 
a drawing. It is painting on fabrics but 

painting what ever designs that she wants. 
Therefore, there is no real meaning or 

message to the audience but to her there 
could be. Since I couldn't analyse the 
message in it, I analysed the mood, 

emotions, colors, tones, media use and 
composition that went along with the dress. 
I did this because I was planning on using 

her drawings in the dress of my Circus 
Monkey piece but it didn't work out in the 

end. 

“Circus child”



Marina Elphic was one of my favorite artists. She paints a lot of 
portraits but also oceans and landscapes. I was inspired more by her 

medium than quality of work. She does batik artwork and gains 
inspiration from her siblings. I did a lot of research on her and created 
an ‘art analysis page’ of her famous portrait “Tania” of her sister. For 
my final piece I am painting turtles in an ocean surrounded by coral 
and bioluminescent planktons. I am going to place blue christmas 

lights behind my cloth so show the water lighting up. I will use 
Marinas style to paint water in my final piece 

“Gili Meno” 



“The three wise monkeys” 

Here is the ‘art analysis page’ for Ai Weiwei's ‘Sunflower 
Seeds’. I was inspired by his artwork because he thinks outside 
the box and isn't afraid to shock society. Weiwei created mostly 
3D art and for my “three wise monkeys” piece I used 3D art. I 

also liked that he used porcelain to create the 100 million 
sunflower seeds. We perceive it as he took a bunch of seeds 

and dumped them in a room while in fact, he carved each seed 
by hand giving it a personal meaning. I created the analysis 

page to look deeper into his work to see if there is anything else 
I could add to make mine better or tips that I missed when 

creating 3D art. 



This page was taken from my sketchbook and it was a 
response to some questions when we visited a museum. As a 

class, we went to the Museum of Contemporary Arts in 
Bangkok, Thailand and we had to pick out five pieces of our 
favorite artworks during our trip. I liked the simplicity of this 

piece, but when you looked closer, there was deeper 
meaning. I want this to happen to my artwork; on the surface 

it’s simple but the meaning is deeper. I also felt connected to it 
because it has a lot of animals inside (hard to see in the small 
image) but as a Buddhist, the circle of life is important to me. 
Lastly, this piece was done in oils which always impresses 

me.  



C: Communication of ideas 
and intentions 



Here is the introduction page for my 4th piece of artwork “Circus 
child”. I compared a human going into jail with a Thai monkey going 

into a circus. Both animals loose their identity and become 
anonymous which is why in my final piece, I pixelated the face out. 
I feel this page could use some basic sketches as to what the face 
will look like because I don’t actually talk about blurring the face out 
anywhere. I was extremely satisfied with how the final piece turned 
out and all of my investigation which led up to it. If I could change 

anything, I would have layered the colors more as I felt it was 
lacking depth and perception. 

“Circus child”



Here are the process pages for my circus child piece. I have taken some 
random photos throughout my creation of my studio work and glued them 
into my sketchbook. In my comments, I briefly talk about how the piece is 

coming along, what I can do to improve, what's going wrong with it etc. I felt 
I struggled most with the dress because getting the folds was important to 
make it look like the dress was real and had wrinkles. Also getting all the 

colors for the pixelated face was challenging and it involved a lot of mixing. 

“Circus child”



“Traumatized” 
Here are the process pages for one of my 

favorites pieces I created. This was a 3D piece 
made out of Thai jasmine rice, a common staple 
for starving dogs. I intended to boil rice, put it in 

a blender, then mix it with glue. I wanted to 
create a mold of the skinny dog in the bottom 
right hand corner. When I placed the blended 

rice on a board, the next day it had molded and 
bugs were eating it. I decided to find another 

alternative and that when I took uncooked rice 
and mixed it with glue. It stuck perfectly to the 

wood board and was easy to manipulate. I 
gained inspiration from a museum in Bangkok 
who worked with rice (bottom left hand corner) 

except they worked on flat surfaces while I 
wanted to make 3D art. 



D: Reviewing, 
refining and 
reflecting



Here is the reflection page for my 
“Mockery” piece. This was chalk on 
wood but only after spraying it with 

fixative, the chalk began to fade 
which in a way, gave meaning. 

This was not my favorite piece but 
I really liked the concept behind it. I 

actually got in contact with the 
artist who inspired me, Gary 

Simmons from New York. He told 
me a little about his concepts and 

meanings for some of his other 
chalk on wood pieces. Over the 

summer, I went to one of his 
exhibitions and his work up close. I 
did a lot of sketches that led up to 
the final piece and I always had a 

reason for making a certain 
change or adding small details, 
such as the last minute words.

“The ridicule in 
their voices”



Since I am unable put in the final work into my Process 
Portfolio, this is one of the last sketches I did before adding 
final details to the final piece. I chose to put the trapped girl 

in the light bulb. I left out the filament and wires because 
what really matters to me is on the inside and not what you 

can see on the outside. I liked how the reflection on the bulb 
looked like a moon. I didn't draw a face on her because she 
wasn't allowed to have emotions while being trapped. The 
wire leading out of the socket says two things: 1) that the 

girl is connected to a source of power which is keeping her 
alive and 2) she’s grounded to something that is forcing her 

to stay there (like the power source). Lastly, I put the 
butterfly on the outside of the bulb to give her hope that one 
day, she will change into something because. The butterfly 

symbolizes a new beginning on the outside world. 

“Metamorphosis”



“Self-Portrait with Thorn Necklace and 
Hummingbird” 

This was a very difficult piece because it was my first time using oil 
paints. I never finished it but if I did, I would have started off changing 
the skin tone. For our unit, we had to pick a portraiture artist and place 
our face in their settings. I chose Frida Kahlo because I relate to the 

meaning of her works. Secondly, I would have painted the background 
first before painting the body. I worked from front to back rather than 

back to front. Lastly, I drew the necklace of thorns way too early. I hadn't 
even added in the skin tones to the neck and I thought I should draw the 

necklace. Overall it was a good learning experience but I wish I spent 
more time planning and thinking it over. 



“The three wise monkeys” 

This was one of my 3D pieces that had a deeper meaning than 
what seemed presented. The three monkeys were places upon 
three bottles of palm oil, a cooking substance commonly used in 
Thailand. To extract this oil, you cut down palm trees but in the 

process, you are killing the animals that live in the trees, such as 
monkeys. When I lit the piece on fire, I started off lighting a small 
piece of hay and watching the fire slowly spread to the monkeys, 
exploding the palm oil bottles. I asked my audience to add sticks 

into the fire to give them the feeling that they are contributing to the 
extinction of the monkeys.

If I could change something, I would have made the enclosure 
longer and placed a candle at the end of it and wait a longer time for 
everything to catch fire. Once I lit the hay, everything happened so 
fast and within either minutes, everything was ash. But overall, it 

was exciting working with new materials.


